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A Proposal from Socio-informatics toward Socio-evolutionary
 
theory is discussed in this paper.We consider that system is a
 
structural body to have new function or significance which does not
 
exist in every element;accordingly the system contains‘emergence’
essentialy.Strongest life(dinosaur)had not survived,but smal and
 
weak Cimolesta had at Cretaceous-Paleogene Extinction.Family of
 
the latter has evolved into Homo sapiens.In society without totali-
tarianism and control-oriented government,original and useful prod-
ucts or information wil be created with voluntary idea.Producing
 
necessaries in cooperation with each other,sharing them with every-
one,dividing profit gotten together,preserving them for emergency,
donating them to poor people or countries for help and handing them
 
down to offspring,open,flexible and clever world wil be sustained in
 
peace.Human being should live for other existence against egoism.
So,we cal it Socio-evolutionism.Socio-evolutionary theory is
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